Si(100)(2 £ 1) surface is imaged using a new nc-AFM (non-contact atomic force microscopy)/STM with sub-Å ngstrom oscillation amplitudes using stiff hand-made tungsten levers. Simultaneous force gradient and scanning tunneling microscopy images of individual dimers and atomic scale defects are obtained. We measured force -distance and dissipation -distance curves with different tips. Some of the tips show long-range force interactions, whereas some others resolve short-range interatomic force interactions. We observed that the tips showing short-range force interaction give atomic resolution in force gradient scans. This result suggests that short-range force interactions are responsible for atomic resolution in nc-AFM. We also observed an increase in the dissipation as the tip is approached closer to the surface, followed by an unexpected decrease as we pass the inflection point in the energy -distance curve. q
Introduction
Short-ranged atomic forces play an important role in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [1] . Effects of these forces in STM have first been calculated by Ciraci [2] using ab initio methods. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) [3] , invented by Binnig et al., utilizes these short-ranged forces to obtain surface topography of sample surfaces, down to atomic scale. However, measurement of these very small forces has been very difficult and was only possible in a very limited number of sample-tip configurations [4, 5] . Atomic resolution in non-contact AFM (nc-AFM) [6] was finally achieved in 1995 using large oscillation amplitudes: , 1-10 nm for imaging and force spectroscopy. This large oscillation amplitude technique has some limitations and small oscillation amplitudes are usually more desirable for easier interpretation of data and quantitative imaging. Shortrange tip -sample interactions, of the order of a few Å ngstroms, are believed to be responsible for atomic resolution imaging in nc-AFM [7, 8] . We recently constructed an improved nc-AFM using ultra small oscillation amplitudes, down to 0.25 Å , for force -distance (F -d) spectroscopy and atomic resolution imaging [9] . Si(100)(2 £ 1) reconstructed surface has been successfully imaged with nc-AFM by various groups, using large oscillation amplitudes [10, 11] . In this work, we studied Si(100)(2 £ 1) surface in UHV using small oscillation amplitudes, 0.25 -2.5 Å , with an nc-AFM/STM.
Experiment
A high force resolution nc-AFM/STM [9] operating in UHV is used in our experiments. The microscope employs a sensitive fiber interferometer for high force resolution and sub-Å ngstrom oscillation amplitudes can be used for imaging as well as force spectroscopy [7, 12] . Home-made tungsten levers with typical stiffness of about 150 N/m are used in the experiments. The samples are cut from 525 mm thick, P-doped, Si(100) wafers oriented within 0.58 of a (001) plane. The sample is cleaned by the Shiraki method prior to introduction into UHV. Standard in situ heat treatment is employed to have an atomically clean Si(100)(2 £ 1) surface. The lever is vibrated with very small oscillation amplitudes (typically sub-Å ngstrom) at a frequency well below its resonance and the changes in the oscillation amplitude are recorded by using a lock-in amplifier as the sample is scanned across the tip. The microscope is operated with STM feedback, and simultaneous scans of STM topography, force and force gradient can be acquired.
The use of very small oscillation amplitudes at frequencies far below resonance allowed us to deduce the force gradient between tip and sample using a simple approximation:
where k 0 , A 0 and A are stiffness, free oscillation amplitude and the measured amplitude of the cantilever, respectively.
Results and discussions
In the first set of experiments, a lever with a resonance frequency of 23.2 kHz and a stiffness of about 157 N/m was used. Fig. 1 shows simultaneous force gradient and STM images of 154 £ 77 Å 2 area of 2 £ 1 reconstructed Si(100) surface. We unintentionally used a relatively large free oscillation amplitude of 2.4 Å at a frequency of 7.9 kHz in this run. Tip bias voltage and tunnel current were 21.5 V and 1 nA, respectively. Both of the images clearly show the dimer rows on the Si(100) surface. Some large area defects, such as missing dimer groups, are also visible in the images. In the force gradient images darker regions correspond to higher attractive force gradients. The dimer corrugation in the force gradient image is found to be about 3.4 N/m along the dimers. Another set of images of the same sample on a different area scanned with the same tip with a smaller tunnel current of 0.5 nA is shown in Fig. 2 . The dimer rows, defects and contaminants are again visible in the force gradient and STM scans. The dimer corrugation in the force gradient image in Fig. 2 is about 2.3 N/m, which is lower than the corrugation in the previous scan ( Fig. 1) taken with a tunnel current of 1 nA. There are some features which show up with a different contrast in STM and force gradient images in Figs. 1 and 2 . This demonstrates that the STM and AFM contrast can be different. Since STM measures the local density of states around the Fermi level, an adsorbed atom on the surface resulting in a reduction of the density of states may be seen as a depression in the STM image, while it looks as a protrusion in the force image.
The dimer corrugation in another force gradient image taken with a tunnel current of 0.2 nA, which is not shown here, was found to be 1.98 N/m. If this information together with the dimer corrugations measured in force gradient images of Figs. 1 and 2 are considered, we end up with a monotonic relation between the dimer corrugation and the tip -sample separation during the scan. We observed a similar behavior for a Si(111)(7 £ 7) surface [7] . Fig. 3 shows simultaneous force gradient and STM images of a different sample taken with a different tip, using an oscillation amplitude of 0.5 Å . The stiffness of the lever is about 70 N/m. This time, not only the dimer rows, but also individual dimers on the surface next to an S B type step at the upper right corner are also resolved in both images, with a relatively better contrast in the force gradient. In some of the scans, atomic resolution was achieved even in force images of the surface, which is measured from the deflection of the cantilever. The quality of the tip is the most important factor in our experiments.
We also carried out F-d spectroscopy experiments on a Si(100) surface using W levers. In F-d measurements, force, force gradient, dissipation and tunnel current are recorded simultaneously as the sample is approached towards the tip and retracted back. The lever is dithered with typical oscillation amplitude of about 0.25 Å . Since the oscillation amplitude is very small, the energy input to the interacting tip -sample system is extremely low compared to the large amplitude measurements. Hence, the interaction is measured with a minimal external perturbation.
The F-d measurements revealed basically two groups of curves. Some of the tips give force gradient curves which exhibit a long interaction range which is an indication of long-range van der Waals and electrostatic forces dominating over short-range forces. In such measurements, the onset of tunnel current, which has a stronger separation dependence than force, is well after the point that a change in the force gradient starts. In contrast, some other tips allowed us to resolve the short-range force interactions between the tip and the sample. Fig. 4 shows such a force gradient curve along with the simultaneously acquired tunnel current as function of the displacement of the sample scan piezo. The dotted curve is the measured interaction stiffness (negative of the force gradient), whereas the solid line corresponds to a fit to the measured stiffness, the details of which are described below. The curves shown here are single approach curves and are not averaged over several measurements. The observable residual noise is due to the very low, 0.25 Å , oscillation amplitude as well as the relatively short time constant used in the lock-in amplifier. Here, unlike the described long-range curves, the tunnel current rises at a position close to the onset of a remarkable change in the interaction stiffness. The tunnel current exhibits the expected exponential behavior. The interaction range in the force gradient curve is of the order of a few Å ngstroms, which is expected from an interacting system of an ideal tip and a clean surface. The maximum attractive force gradient is about 10 N/m. The whole approach and retraction process is reversible provided the separation is not reduced beyond the point at which the measured stiffness becomes positive.
We were only able to obtain atomic resolution in the force gradient images when the tip -surface interaction exhibited significant short-range contributions to the total force gradient. The tips that revealed a long overall length scale in force gradient curves did not allow us to resolve atoms in force gradient images. This confirms the theoretical expectation that short-range forces are required for atom resolved AFM [13] , and is consistent with our previous work on a Si(111)(7 £ 7) surface [7, 12] .
We compared our results with a simple model introduced by Rose et al. [14] which is shown to fit a wide range of atomic interactions with a suitable scaling of parameters. The tip -sample energy can be written as
where E b is the minimum of the interaction potential, and a is the normalized distance given by
Here z 0 is a distance offset which results from the fact that the true zero of the distance axis is unknown, and l is the characteristic length scale (roughly the distance between the minimum of the interaction potential and its inflection point). We differentiated this universal energy curve twice to get k int , and fitted the measured interaction stiffness in Fig. 4 to that expression. The fit shown by the solid line gives a value of 3.25 eV for E b , and 1 Å for l. These values are comparable with the values we have found for the interaction between a W tip and a Si(111)(7 £ 7) surface [7, 12] . Fig. 5 shows a force gradient/phase/dissipation -distance curve obtained on another Si(100)(2 £ 1) sample. The dissipation starts to increase as soon as the force gradient starts to decrease. It reaches a maximum value of 0.12 eV/ cycle just after the minimum of the force gradient and starts to decrease unexpectedly as the sample is approached closer to the tip. This behavior is quite different from that found in large oscillation amplitude nc-AFM experiments [15] , where only a gradual monotonic increase in the dissipation is observed as the sample is approached closer to the tip. We believe that our method gives more accurate results due to very small oscillation amplitudes we employ in our experiments.
Conclusion
In summary, we have imaged the Si(100)(2 £ 1) surface with nc-AFM/STM using sub-Å ngstrom oscillation amplitudes for the first time. Quantitative atomic resolution force gradient images exhibiting individual dimers and atomic scale defects on the surface are obtained. F-d spectroscopy of the Si(100)(2 £ 1) surface yields , 3.3 eV binding energy and short length scale for the interaction which is in reasonable agreement with the modeling. The measured dissipation in the tip reaches a maximum value of 0.12 eV/cycle and drops unexpectedly as the sample is brought closer to the tip. The tips which revealed force gradient curves with long interaction ranges did not give atomic resolution images, whereas atomic resolution force gradient images are obtained with the tips which are able to resolve short-range interatomic forces.
